
    Love is What it Is, Ain’t What it’s Not (lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

 

Love is what it is 

Ain't what it's not 

Living spirit really lives 

Glitch is what it's not 

Love is what it is, and it ain't what it's not 

Living Spirit really gives 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Dare to believe... 

That the spirit of Love truth really lives and breathes 

Within us... 

Connect the mind to the soul believe receive 

 

G.O.D. rebuke the cult of state tv 

Let the people be,  

covid is autocracy 

"That right"         

Glitch is death cult of personality, Good or bad signals love or same hypocrisy  



 

Cult leaders are asleep that's officially 

Who, what, where, why, it’s Rapture truthfully 

Underneath theirs minds, (their) mouth only lies constantly 

Sad to see how the lie effected globally 

 

 

Battle false construct that demonizes peace, Labeling,  

the love we seek the village balance each 

Trickle-down found Iron Curtain likeness like a beast 

Aligned itself enablers Fester agitation sneaks 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Love is what it is 

Ain't what it's not 

Living spirit really lives 

Glitch is what it's not 

Love is what it is, and it ain't what it's not 

Living Spirit really gives 

(2 times) 

 

 



Verse: 

 

Home (or) State to State 

"Sing Hymns" identity 

Reconnect Soul to Spirit Poet Channel family 

Courage with the proof just peace is our priority 

Good Start God smart moving with reality 

 

Scarcity confession take a knee beyond avoidances 

Keep Faith practice like the Chief strength gloryness  

Birtherism cultism Fester fear annoyances 

Cult leader meltdown curses and emolliences 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Love is what it is 

Ain't what it's not 

Living spirit really lives 

Glitch is what it's not 

Love is what it is, and it ain't what it's not 

Living Spirit really gives 

(2 times) 

 



 

Outro: 

 

(Sung) G.O.D. knows the road and helps with patience...Ending cult of state tv, 

across the Nations... 

 

Peace to TeamOne Universes 

And our Little Prayer Refuge... 

Avatar Guitars... 

Once again The Villages across the Earth have witnessed the effect of glitch forces 

behind the curse... 

The Behavior of segregationist anti Village Life...as birtherism turned (as a demon 

does)... (turned) economic expansion into scarcity and strife/crisis, then tried to 

tell it's state tv cult that it's saving the place...go figure...(bad leadership is a curse 

and good leadership is a blessing)... just like originalism judges trying to destroy 

elections and civil rights...see Citizens United and Shelby vs. Holder (court 

cases)...we teach Onelove, but if glitch leaders knew whatwhowhere, and why 

they are in spirit Quantum universe, it would be a wake-up call (for them)...they 

don't see the spirit behind themselves at all...they don't know, and they won't 

know...it's God's Harvest.. cool...that said...God is good... love is the strongest 

movement... Isaiah 40:8, the word is eternal...Ephesians 6:12, it's a spiritual 

battle... 2nd Corinthians 10:4, God's divine power to destroys 

strongholds...Proverbs 26:11, "Tampers and Padamere Static" returns to its lie 

and deny like an animal does to vomit...love is the strongest 

movement...Onepeace 


